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We examine model independent constraints on the high redshift and prerecombination expansion

history from upcoming cosmic microwave background observations, using a combination of principal

component analysis and other techniques. This can be translated to model independent limits on early dark

energy and the number of relativistic species Neff . Models such as scaling (Doran-Robbers), dark radiation

(�Neff), and barotropic aether fall into distinct regions of eigenspace and can be easily distinguished from

each other. Incoming CMB data will map the expansion history from z ¼ 0–105, achieving subpercent

precision around recombination, and enable determination of the amount of early dark energy and

valuable guidance to its nature.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The expansion history of the Universe is a fundamental
property of cosmology, reflecting the energy density con-
stituents and their evolution. Yet remarkably little is known
in detail about it, other than in a coarse grained average.
For redshifts between 3000 and 109, the Universe was
mostly radiation dominated, for redshifts between 3000
and �1 it was mostly matter dominated, but excursions
are possible—in the effective number of relativistic
species Neff say, or even temporary breakdown of such
domination—and the level of subdominant components
is not well constrained. Only around the epoch of primor-
dial nucleosynthesis and of recombination is the expansion
rate (Hubble parameter) better constrained, but even there
at the �5% level averaged over the epoch [1,2].

Given the importance of the expansion history, and
the improvement in cosmic microwave background
(CMB) data, we investigate what constraints can be
placed on it in a model independent way, i.e., other
than fitting for a deviation of a particular functional
form such as extra Neff or a specific dark energy model.
This would fill in a vast range of cosmic expansion where
almost no precise constraints have been placed. That is,
an error band for the Hubble parameter HðzÞ at z > 1000
should be a staple of cosmology textbooks, and yet does
not exist.

The early expansion history has an important bearing on
understanding the nature of dark energy as well, the ques-
tion of persistence of dark energy. For a cosmological
constant �, the dark energy density contributed at recom-
bination is�� � 10�9, while the current upper limit from
data is above 10�2. This gives substantial unexplored
territory. Moreover, the current constraints use a specific
functional form for the dark energy evolution (usually the
Doran-Robbers form [3]), but other models could lead to
significantly different limits [4]. Thus, model independent

limits on early dark energy are needed. Physics origins
for early dark energy can be quite diverse, e.g., from
dilaton models (as in some string theories) to k-essence
(noncanonical kinetic field theories) to dark radiation (as in
some higher dimension theories) [5]. Establishing whether
CMB observations could distinguish these classes is
another important question.
Improvement of CMB data recently by higher resolution

observations extending the temperature power spectrum
to multipoles ‘ � 3000 by the Atacama Cosmology
Telescope (ACT [6]) and South Pole Telescope (SPT [7])
gives valuable leverage since higher multipoles are sensi-
tive to modes crossing the cosmological horizon at earlier
times. This advance was used in Ref. [8] to rule out in a
model independent manner the presence of any epoch of
cosmic acceleration between z � 2 and 105 (supplement-
ing the limits from growth of structure postrecombination
in Ref. [9]). Upcoming Planck and ground based polariza-
tion experiment data will also map out the polarization
power spectra, giving additional constraints.
To carry out a model independent analysis of the early

expansion history, we use a combination of redshift bin-
ning and principal component analysis. In Sec. II we lay
out the methodology for describing arbitrary HðzÞ.
Analyzing the results in Sec. III, we identify the redshifts’
ranges where the CMB observations are most sensitive to
expansion variations. We project three classes of models
representing different physical origins onto the eigen-
modes to explore the discriminating power of the upcom-
ing data in Sec. IV. In Sec. V we discuss the results and
future prospects.

II. EXPANSION HISTORY

The expansion Friedmann equation directly relates the
expansion rate of the Universe, or Hubble parameter, to the
energy density constituents,
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H2ðaÞ ¼ 8�G

3

X
�iðaÞ; (1)

where we neglect curvature (from a theoretical prior for
flatness and because we mostly treat high redshift where it
would be negligible). At high redshift the canonical expec-
tation is that the Universe is matter or radiation dominated,
so we write

H2ðaÞ ¼ 8�G

3
½�mðaÞ þ �rðaÞ þ ��� þ �H2ðaÞ; (2)

¼ H2
fid þ �H2ðaÞ; (3)

¼ H2
fid½1þ �ðaÞ�: (4)

Deviations �ðaÞ to the fiducial expansion rate can also be
interpreted as an effective dark energy density differing
from that of the cosmological constant, with

�deðaÞ ¼ �� þ 3H2
fid

8�G
�: (5)

We can write the dark energy density evolution as

�deðaÞ ¼ �de;0fðaÞ ¼ ��fðaÞ; (6)

fðaÞ ¼ 1þ
�
1þ �bg

��

�
�; (7)

where �bg is the background energy density excepting dark

energy, i.e., usually the dominant component, matter or
radiation. More simply, the fraction of critical density
contributed by the effective dark energy is

�deðaÞ ¼ 8�G��

3H2
fidð1þ �Þ þ

�

1þ �
¼ ��ðaÞ þ �

1þ �
: (8)

We can readily see that at high redshift we obtain a frac-
tional early dark energy density contribution of approxi-
mately �ðaÞ, for ��ðaÞ � � � 1. During epochs when �
is constant, this is a constant fractional contribution.

Our goal is to analyze constraints on the variations �ðaÞ
from the canonical model with � ¼ 0. We begin by writing
�ðaÞ as a linear combination in an orthogonal bin basis,

�ðaÞ ¼ X
�ibiðaÞ; (9)

where biðaÞ is a top hat of amplitude 1 over a given range
of scale factor a, and 0 otherwise. That is, the Hubble
parameter deviations �ðaÞ are given as a linear combina-
tion of piecewise constant values. We can then constrain
HðaÞ in bins of a, a model independent description. The
bin basis is also the standard first step in principal compo-
nent analysis (see, e.g., Ref. [10]), as we will pursue in the
next section. We choose N bins per decade of scale factor
over the range of loga ¼ ½�5; 0�, beginning with N ¼ 20.

Since we are interested in the expansion history we deal
directly with the Hubble parameter (or effective dark energy
density). Treating bins of the dark energy equation of state,
or pressure to density, ratio wðzÞ would have some draw-
backs here. Most severe is that to obtain HðzÞ one must
integratewðz0Þ over all redshifts from zero to z. This makes it
difficult to explore the early expansion history in a model
independent manner. Moreover, the instantaneouswðzÞ is not
fully informative: during matter domination, for example,
any level of dark energy density from �de ¼ 10�9 to 10�2

or whatever that scales as thematter hasw ¼ 0. Thus we aim
to derive constraints directly on variations in HðzÞ, and
consider the interpretation of these as a further step.
The expansion history directly feeds into the CMB

power spectra, through changing the distance scales,
e.g., of the sound horizon or damping scale, and the
relation of multipole ‘ (or angular scale �) to wave number
k ¼ ‘=�ðzÞ, where � is the conformal distance. It also
affects the decoupling of photons from baryons and the
growth of perturbations in both.
The treatment of perturbations requires some attention.

The description of the cosmic expansion gives the evolu-
tion of the homogeneous background, but consistency of
the field equations requires consideration of perturbations
in all components of energy density. Unless the deviation
in HðzÞ is interpreted purely in terms of a cosmological
constant (which indeed is purely homogeneous), spatial
perturbations have to be accounted for, at least formally
and generally in actual practice. The perturbation evolution
equations for the additional energy density involve the
quantities wðzÞ, w0ðzÞ ¼ dw=d lna, the initial conditions
on the density perturbation, and the sound speed of the
effective fluid csðzÞ. (One could also add a viscous sound
speed or anisotropic stresses; see Ref. [11].)
The first three of these are fairly straightforward. For any

deviation �ðaÞ one can define an effective equation of state

w ¼ �1� 1

3

d ln�de

d lna
; (10)

¼�1� a

3½1þ�ð1þ�bg=��Þ�
��

1þ�bg

��

�
d�

da
þ �

��

d�bg

da

�
;

(11)

� wbg � 1

3

d ln�

d lna
; (12)

where the last line holds when �� gives negligible contri-
bution to the effective dark energy density. One can take a
further derivative to obtain w0. Initial conditions are usu-
ally taken as adiabatic and stresses are taken to vanish.
However, one does have to specify the sound speed. If one
interprets the extra energy density as arising from quintes-
sence, i.e., a minimally coupled, canonical scalar field,
then cs ¼ 1. In general, the necessary inclusion of pertur-
bations in whatever is the origin of the deviations in the
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expansion history prevents a purely model independent
treatment—one has to make some assumptions about the
physics. Here we fix cs to that for the particular cases we
consider, but in future work we will fit for it.

We modified CAMB [12] to allow a generalHðzÞ, with the
wðzÞ that goes along with this. We then solve the coupled
background evolution, and photon, matter, and effective
dark energy perturbations equations, to obtain the CMB
power spectra. For evaluating binned HðzÞ models, using
the orthogonal bin basis introduced in Eq. (9), we slightly
smooth the bin edges, using a Gaussian smoothing of width
0.075 times the bin width, to prevent infinite derivatives.
We extensively test convergence and numerical stability of
the results (also see Ref. [8] where this procedure was
found to be robust).

Figure 1 shows the bins in log scale factor (20 bins per
decade) and the conversion to multipole space (overlaid
with the CMB temperature power spectrum) by ‘ �
�0=�ðaÞ, which approximately relates a given wave num-
ber k � ‘=�0 to the time it entered the horizon. Note that a
uniform binning in loga, which is the expected character-
istic scale for physical variations in the expansion, is not
uniform in multipole space.

To forecast constraints on allowed deviations �ðaÞ we
carry out a Fisher matrix calculation. The Fisher matrix
elements are given by

Fij ¼
X
l

X
X;Y

@CXl

@pi

ðCOVlÞ�1
XY

@CYl

@pj

; (13)

where X, Y is any combination of the CMB temperature
power spectrum (T), E-mode polarization power spectrum
(E), and temperature-polarization cross power spectrum
(TE). The covariance matrix COV is given by the mea-
surement uncertainties of the CMB observations; we adopt
the characteristics of the Planck satellite experiment [13].
The parameter set fpig includes the usual cosmological
parameters—the physical baryon density �bh

2, physical
cold dark matter density�ch

2, total present matter density
�m (the present Hubble constant h is a derived quantity),
primordial scalar perturbation power law index ns, optical
depth �, and present amplitude of mass fluctuations
�8—and the Nbin expansion variation parameters �ðaiÞ.
The uncertainties on each �ðaiÞ are given by the (square
root of the) respective diagonal element of the inverse of
the Fisher matrix.

Figure 2 shows the sensitivity
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Fii;‘

p
of the weighted

combination of CMB power spectra (T, E, TE) to the
expansion deviations in each redshift bin for each multi-
pole. Sensitivity peaks around the acoustic peaks and is
reduced at low multipoles due to cosmic variance and at
high multipoles due to the finite resolution from the instru-
ment beam size. Since the polarization power spectrum is
out of phase with the temperature power spectrum, dips in
the temperature sensitivity are filled in by polarization
information.

Figure 3 shows the actual Fisher and covariance subma-
trices corresponding to the expansion bin parameters
(marginalized over other parameters in the case of the
covariance matrix). First, we notice the maximum of the
information content is near decoupling ( loga � �3), as
expected. Earlier times, loga <�4, map to multipoles on
the damping tail and so have less leverage, while recent
times, loga >�3, are on the Sachs-Wolfe plateau and
again have limited information. The Fisher matrix is not
diagonal because expansion deviations affect all later
times, e.g., perturbation evolution once the wavemode is
within horizon and integral quantities such as the sound
horizon. This will be one of the motivating factors for

FIG. 1 (color online). (Top) The bin basis for expansion var-
iations �ðaiÞ is plotted vs loga. (Bottom) The scale factors ai of
the center of each bin in the top panel (with matching colors) are
approximately mapped into multipoles by ‘ � �0=�ðaiÞ, with
the CMB temperature power spectrum overplotted. (Amplitudes
of the colored lines are arbitrary.)
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carrying out principal component analysis (PCA) in Sec. III.
The covariance matrix (inverse of the Fisher matrix), how-
ever, has a more diagonal structure, and so bins can be a
useful parameter set if carefully chosen (see Sec. V).

Most importantly, Fig. 4 shows the constraints on the
expansion history

�ðHÞ
Hfid

¼ �ð�Þ
2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1þ �

p ; (14)

i.e., the fractional uncertainty on HðaÞ due to deviations �,
marginalized over the other cosmological parameters. This
is the ‘‘textbook’’ plot, showing the state of our knowledge
of the early expansion history of the Universe when given
CMB data of Planck sensitivity. The constraints depend on
what bandwidth we wish to constrain the expansion his-
tory: the top curve shows 10 bins per decade, the bottom

curve 2 bins per decade. One can trade off sensitivity to
fine features vs overall level of constraints. With 10 bins
per decade one can achieve percent level constraints on
H2ðaÞ near decoupling, while with 2 bins per decade one
obtains subpercent constraints over more than two decades
in scale factor. The relation between 10 and 2 bins is not

simply a
ffiffiffi
5

p
scaling due to correlations between bins (the

off-diagonal elements of the covariance matrix), and the
lowest redshift bin is particularly affected by covariance
with the other cosmological parameters.

III. PRINCIPAL COMPONENTS OF EXPANSION

Expansion deviations at some redshifts may have sub-
stantially the same consequence for the observables as
deviations at some other redshift, or deviations may be
correlated in such a way that only the difference between

FIG. 2 (color online). The fractional Fisher sensitivities,
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Fii;‘

p
, to the expansion variations �ðaiÞ in each bin, color coded as in Fig. 1,

are plotted vs multipole. The top panels use log scale in multipole; the bottom panels a linear scale to highlight different regions. The
left panels are for the temperature power spectrum only, while the right panels use the variance weighted sum of the T, E, and TE power
spectra entering the Fisher information matrix. Polarization information fills in the sensitivity gaps due to the acoustic troughs.
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them is important. This leads to the idea of compressing the
100 bins between loga ¼ ½�5; 0�, or at least the informa-
tion contained in them, into fewer variables. One might for
example speculate that the major effect of expansion devi-
ations for a > 10�3 comes from shifting the distance to
CMB last scattering, and whether the variation occurs at
a ¼ 0:01 or a ¼ 0:1 is less crucial.

PCA can provide an efficient way to compress the
influence on the observables. For some uses probing dark
energy and the CMB, see for example Refs. [10,14–18]
(and dark matter and the CMB in Ref. [19]). By

diagonalizing the Fisher matrix we can find its eigenvec-
tors that best summarize the sensitivity of the observations
to the expansion deviations. We can then transform the bin
basis to an orthogonal eigenmode basis of principal com-
ponents (PCs), writing

�ðaÞ ¼ X
mieiðaÞ; (15)

where mi is the amplitude of mode i and eiðaÞ is the
eigenvector. Since the modes are orthogonal, the errors
�i � �ðmiÞ on the amplitudes are uncorrelated. Using
the entire set of bins or the entire set of PCs is equivalent,
but using only a few PCs with the highest eigenvalues
(smallest �i) in general allows one to approximate the
full set more accurately than the same number of bins.
That is, the information can be compressed.
Figure 5 illustrates some of the PCs for the CMB Fisher

matrix, ordered from highest to lowest eigenvalues (best to
worst determined). Note that as expected most of the
activity in the first PCs is prerecombination, associated
with the acoustic peaks. In modes 7–10, there is some
low redshift action coming primarily from the integrated
distance to last scattering and the reionization epoch.
Higher PC modes tend to be more oscillatory (essentially
high derivatives of the expansion behavior) and localized.
By taking the cumulative sum of the eigenvalues, we

find that the first seven PCs contain 99% of the variance.
That is,

P
7
1 �

�2
i =

P
100
1 ��2

i ¼ 0:99. This means that the

great majority of expansion behaviors, as far as their
observational detectability is concerned, can be described
with just seven parameters m1; . . .m7.
It is convenient to normalize the PCs such thatP
neiðanÞejðanÞ ¼ �ij, where �ij here is the Kronecker

delta, and then the mode coefficientsmi give the amplitudes
for a given model of expansion history deviation,

FIG. 3 (color online). The Fisher information submatrix (left) corresponding to the expansion variation parameters �ðaiÞ is plotted
with redder shades representing larger absolute values (more information). The color bar gives the log of the absolute value of
elements. The covariance matrix (middle), marginalized over other cosmological parameters, follows the same color scheme, so the
best determined parameters (smallest errors) are bluest. Diagonal elements of the Fisher matrix (right), as a fraction of the largest
diagonal element, quantify for which redshifts the CMB data are most sensitive to the expansion history. The bump at loga � �1:1
reflects reionization.

FIG. 4 (color online). The fractional precision with which the
expansion history can be determined by projected Planck CMB
data is plotted vs scale factor, for two different bandwidths. The
top (bottom) curve is for 10 (2) bins per decade in scale factor.
Subpercent precision can be achieved around decoupling but
large swaths of the cosmic history will remain unknown.
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mi ¼
X
n

�ðanÞeiðanÞ; (16)

where an denotes the bin centers. For many narrow bins the
sum can be converted to an integral. The amplitudesmi only

have meaning when discussing a specific model; note the
canonical model �CDM has all mi ¼ 0. Since the mode
amplitude mi has no a priori magnitude, we do not know
whether its uncertainty �i ¼ 0:01, say, is a small or large
number.We can compare�i’s to each other (but if themi are
0 this is irrelevant), or for a specific model we can form a
signal to noise ratio for a mode,

ðS=NÞi ¼ mi=�i: (17)

If ðS=NÞi � 1, then it does not matter if �i looks small; the
mode cannot be well measured. Thus caution must be used
in interpreting PCA (for more details see Refs. [17,20]).
Although PCA certainly compresses the information

content into fewer parameters, the number of PCs required
to describe arbitrary expansion histories is still large for the
purposes of, say, Monte Carlo simulations. We can there-
fore use PCA instead as a guide in two ways: to examine
the ability to discriminate among different classes of mod-
els for the expansion deviation, and to indicate which
regions in a show the most sensitivity to deviations and
hence which of the original bins are most useful. These are
treated respectively in Secs. IV and V.

IV. COMPARINGEARLYDARKENERGYMODELS

While we wish to concentrate, as much as possible, on a
model independent approach to constraining the expansion
history, it is useful to make contact with various classes of
models to make sure that important behaviors are captured.
In broad strokes, one can consider cases where the expan-
sion deviations decline at times earlier than recombination,
increase at earlier times, or remain constant. This can be
translated into early dark energy models that contribute a
lower fraction of the total energy density in radiation vs
matter domination, a higher fraction, or a constant fraction.
This tilt of the expansion rate can be an important dis-
criminant, somewhat analogous to the tilt of the primordial
power spectrum for inflation.
Early dark energy models have been proposed with each

of these behaviors. Examples of the three classes respec-
tively are (1) barotropic dark energy with sound speed c2s ¼
0 [21], sometimes called aether models, (2) barotropic dark
energy with sound speed c2s ¼ 1=3 [21], sometimes called
dark radiation, and (3) scaling dark energy such as the
commonly used Doran-Robbers model with c2s ¼ 1 [3].
Barotropic models have wðaÞ, �deðaÞ, and hence �ðaÞ,

all determined by c2sðaÞ. The dynamics is given by [21]

w0 ¼ �3ð1þ wÞðc2s � wÞ; (18)

with solution for constant cs of

wðaÞ ¼ c2sBa
�3ð1þc2s Þ � 1

Ba�3ð1þc2s Þ þ 1
; (19)

where B ¼ ð1þ w0Þ=ðc2s � w0Þ. For the c2s ¼ 0 aether
model,

FIG. 5 (color online). Principal components of the CMB ob-
servational sensitivity to expansion history are plotted vs loga,
for the first 10 and last two modes. The bottom plot shows the �i

for all modes.
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�aeðaÞ ¼ �1 þ�e�m;0a
�3; (20)

�aeðaÞ ¼ �e

�mða�3 � 1Þ
�mða�3 � 1Þ þ�ra

�4 þ 1
; (21)

�1=�crit;0 ¼ 1��mð1þ�eÞ ¼ ð�w0Þð1��mÞ; (22)

w0 ¼ �1þ �e�m

1��m

; (23)

where during matter domination the dark energy contrib-
uted a constant fractional density �e, but this declines at
earlier times as radiation becomes important.

For the c2s ¼ 1=3 dark radiation model,

�drðaÞ ¼ �1 þ�e�r;0a
�4; (24)

�drðaÞ ¼ �e

�rða�4 � 1Þ
�rða�4 � 1Þ þ�mða�3 � 1Þ þ 1

; (25)

�1=�crit;0 � 1��m; (26)

w0 � �1; (27)

where during radiation domination the dark energy con-
tributed a constant fractional density �e, but this declines
at later times as matter becomes important.
The most commonly used early dark energy is the

Doran-Robbers form [3],

�deðaÞ ¼ 1��m ��eð1� a�3w0Þ
1��mð1� a3w0Þ þ�eð1� a�3w0Þ;

(28)

where during both matter and radiation domination the
dark energy contributed a constant fractional density �e.
The sound speed is conventionally taken to be c2s ¼ 1.
Thus the three models we consider have expansion

history deviations with complementary behaviors: rising,
falling, and constant. This range should give a good indi-
cation of how PCA can characterize the expansion, while
also having physical motivations. Of the physics origins
mentioned in the introduction, some string theories give
Doran-Robbers behavior, some noncanonical kinetic fields

FIG. 6 (color online). Three models of early dark energy are analyzed—dark radiation (top row), aether (middle row), and Doran-
Robbers (bottom row)—with different recombination era behaviors. The leftmost column shows �ðaÞ built up out of PCs, with the
thick red line giving the exact model. The second column gives the PC amplitudes mi and the third column shows the cumulative S=N,
summing Eq. (17) over the first i PCs in quadrature. The rightmost column shows the bias squared (falling curve), variance (rising
curve), and risk squared (top curve) when including the first i PCs. One might choose to keep either those PCs that give the largest
jumps in S=N or all those up to the minimum in the risk curve.
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give aether behavior, and some higher dimension theories
give dark radiation.

Once we calculate the mi for a model through Eq. (16),
we have a better indication of the importance of a PC mode
through the signal to noise criterion of Eq. (17)—recall that
the �i alone say little about whether the mode is relevant.
To choose the number of modes to keep in describing a
model, we can simply impose a S=N cutoff, or ask that the
cumulative S=N of the modes kept be above some fraction,
e.g., 95% of the total S=N from all modes.

Another indicator is the statistical risk, or mean squared
error. This takes into account that more modes decrease the
bias from the true model, but increase the accumulated
variance in �. The risk RN is

RN ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
b2N þ �2

N

q
; (29)

b2N ¼ X
n

½�modelðanÞ � �NPCsðanÞ�2; (30)

�2
N ¼ X

n

XN

i¼1

�2
i e

2
i ðanÞ: (31)

One could choose to keep that number N PCs where RN is
minimized.

Figure 6 shows for each of the three models the approxi-
mation to �ðaÞ as more PCs are added, the values mi, and
the cumulative S=N and risk as a function of number of
PCs used. In general we find the risk requires more PCs
than the S=N criterion; this makes sense since S=N con-
centrates on those PCs fitting the observable (CMB power
spectra) while risk attempts to fit the unobservable expan-
sion deviation. Another drawback to risk is that it does not
scale with the amplitude of the modes; i.e., while S=N
increases linearly with �e, the bias term in the risk scales
but the variance does not, so the risk is weighted unevenly
depending on deviation amplitude.

For the dark radiation, aether, and Doran-Robbers mod-
els, respectively, we should keep the first 6, 7, and 5 PCs
according to S=N, and 10, 14, and 15 PCs according to risk.
However, we note that this is if we keep the PCs in order
according to �i. If we choose the highest S=N modes
individually, we only require 4, 3, and 3 modes to attain
95% of the full S=N (but this requires knowing the correct
model, or assuming a given set of models).

Let us examine these models in more detail. Figure 7
shows how these models are well separated in eigenmode
coefficient space. Considerable discriminating power
occurs using modes 1 and 7, for example, with the separa-
tions between the three models many times the uncertain-
ties �i. From the shape of the modes in Fig. 5, we can see
that mode 1 is roughly measuring the amplitude of the
expansion deviation at recombination, and whether it is
increasing or decreasing (thus distinguishing all three mod-
els), and mode 7 is sensitive to more recent deviations such

as occurring in Doran-Robber and aether, but not dark
radiation, cases. Thus these two modes together are adept
at distinguishing between the rising, falling, and constant
deviation classes of expansion history, and early vs late
deviations.
We emphasize that the PCs are really telling us about fits

to the observable power spectra and not reconstruction of
the expansion deviation in a fine grained sense. While
Fig. 6 shows that �50 PCs are needed to model �ðaÞ
well for these examples, Fig. 8 demonstrates that only
�10 PCs are needed to give accurate agreement in C‘.
Figure 8 shows the residual of the CMB temperature
power spectrum from the sum of the first N PCs (in S=N
ordering, and also shown in �i ordering for the aether
model) relative to the true model for the three models,
as well as the 	2 summed over multipoles, and the

FIG. 7 (color online). (Top) Differences between each PC
amplitude mi are shown for pairs ðX; YÞ of early dark energy
models, with solid curves comparing Doran-Robbers to dark
radiation, dashed Doran-Robbers to aether, and dash-dotted dark
radiation to aether. The highest peaks indicate the modes with
strong discriminating power. (Bottom) Amplitudes of modes 1
and 7 are plotted for the three models, with theþ’s indicating the
values mi and the ellipses showing the uncertainties �i. These
two modes can clearly distinguish between each of the three
models.
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reconstructed expansion history. Although the recon-
structed expansion history may only agree over certain
ranges of a, this can still give excellent agreement for the
observables as the power spectra are not equally sensitive
to all scale factors.

The numbers of PCs required to ensure an accurate
estimation of the observables, say 	2 < 10 (summed
over 3000 multipoles), is generally greater than 10, ren-
dering cumbersome a straight application of mode ampli-
tudes as parameters in a Monte Carlo simulation. (And
recall that for a model independent analysis we do not
know a priori the S=N ordering, so one would need to
include many more PCs using �i ordering.) Moreover,
PCs per se are not always easy to interpret in terms of

physical effects. Therefore it is both clearer and more
efficient to use the PCA instead to guide an effective, low
order binning basis.

V. CONCLUSIONS

Our knowledge of the expansion history of our Universe,
even at the level of degree of matter domination or radia-
tion domination at early epochs, is remarkably imprecise.
Cosmic microwave background radiation measurements
from ACT, Planck, and SPT (and later ACTpol and
SPTpol) will shed light on the times around recombination
and reionization. We quantify the model independent state
of our knowledge through a combination of redshift bin

FIG. 8 (color online). PCA of three models of early dark energy—dark radiation (top row), aether (middle row), and Doran-Robbers
(bottom row)—is compared to the exact models in terms of the observable CMB power spectrum. The left column shows the deviation
in the temperature power spectrum for the sum of the first 4, 8, 12, 15 modes using S=N ordering of the modes (see Fig. 6). The 	2 of
the deviations summing over multipoles is in the middle panels, with the dashed curve using ordering by �i instead. Reconstruction
of the theoretical �ðaÞ appears in the right panels; note how only certain epochs need be fit well to reproduce the observable CMB. For
the aether model (middle row) dashed curves show also the �i ordering results for the N ¼ 8, 15 cases, which do much worse than
S=N ordering.
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and principal component analysis, finding that subpercent
level constraints will be placed by Planck over loga ¼
½�2:5;�5� for a bandwidth of � loga ¼ 0:5.

CMB data will address one of the key aspects of dark
energy—its persistence, a characteristic of many high en-
ergy physics origins—and we find that several different
classes of early dark energy are well separated in PCA
space. The limits can also be interpreted in terms of the
number of effective relativistic species, Neff , such as an
extra neutrino type, with current data mildly preferring
further contributions. A thermal relativistic neutrino spe-
cies adds 23% to the photon energy density, so � ¼
0:13�Neff , giving tight limits on extra relativistic degrees
of freedom from the forthcoming data.

We explore three specific models, representing different
classes for early dark energy, possibly corresponding to
different physical origins. The commonly used Doran-
Robbers form has a dark energy fraction�e that is constant
through the recombination epoch. We also investigate a
dark radiation model with �deðaÞ rising to the past and a
barotropic aether model with�deðaÞ falling to the past, and
find that the dominant PC mode is well able to distinguish
between these behaviors. Since the amplitude of that mode
is greatest for the Doran-Robbers model, we expect that
data constraints on �e in the other classes will be weaker
than in this model (such as from Ref. [22] using current
CMB data), allowing for non-negligible persistence of dark
energy (see Ref. [4] for further demonstrations of this). Our
general approach, however, does not rely on assuming the
form for the new component or expansion deviation.

Figure 3 is in a sense the textbook picture of what Planck
CMB data will say in a model independent manner about
early Universe expansion. For postrecombination epochs
this will improve with further ground based polarization
measurements (especially of CMB lensing) and inclusion
of growth of structure data. Understanding early expansion
is in fact crucial for accurate interpretation of large scale
structure, and feeds directly into the early time

gravitational growth calibration parameter g? [23]; igno-
rance of this can bias cosmological parameter estimation
and tests of gravity.
Expansion history is not the whole story as the effective

fluid behind the expansion deviations has perturbations and
can have internal degrees of freedom. We treat the pertur-
bations consistently—the dark radiation and barotropic
aether models for example have sound speeds different
from the speed of light. We do not include viscosity,
however, as the data have poor leverage on this [4,24,25].
Another difficulty for model independent analysis is hav-
ing � < 0, since perturbations are difficult to treat when the
effective density deviation passes through zero; models
such as nonthermal neutrinos, with energy densities below
the standard, could realize such a condition. We will con-
sider such cases in future work.
Principal component analysis provides a valuable guide

to the key epochs of sensitivity and the amount of infor-
mation contributed from different times. However, we
emphasize and demonstrate that the raw uncertainty �i

on an eigenmode has very limited meaning; the first 15
modes ordered by �i can give a highly inaccurate recon-
struction relative to a smaller number of modes ordered by
signal to noise. Redshift bins can be more clearly inter-
preted. Employing the best aspects of each can result in
physically clear, well characterized expansion history
constraints.
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